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1. Introduction
Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on a finite set Ω and
Using the notation of [9], we denote a normal subgroup of G
Λ
 by N*. Then,
for /3eΩ other, we define Nβ so that g~1Nβg=Ny where Ύ=β*.
In this paper we shall prove the following:
Theorem 1. Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on a finite set
Ω. Suppose that a is an element of Ω. If G
Λ
 has a normal simple subgroup NΛ
which is isomorphic to PSL(2, q)y Sz(q) or PSU(3, q) with q=2n, n>2, then one
of the following holds:
(i) IΩI =6, G^A6 or S6 and N*~PSL{2, 4).
(ii) |Ω | =11, G^PSL(2, 11) and N«^PSL(2, 4).
(iii) G has a regular normal subgroup.
We introduce some notations: Let G be a permutation group on Ω. For
X<G and Δ ς Ω , we define F(X)= {αeΩ | ax=a for all xeίX}, X(A)= {x€ΞX\
Δ*=Δ}, XA={x£ΞX\ax=a for all αGΔ} and Xά=X(A)/X^ the restriction
of X on Δ. If p is a prime, we denote by OP(X), the subgroup of X generated
by all ^'-elements in X. Other notations are standard ([6], [16]).
2. Preliminary results
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on Ω of even
degree and N" a nonabelian simple normal subgroup of G
Λ
 with α E Ω , If
CG(iV*)Φl, then N«β=N*ΠNβ for a Φ β GΩ and CG(N*) is semi-regular on
Ω-{α}.
Proof. Set C*=CG(N*). By Corollary B3 and Lemma 2.8 of [17], C* is
semi-regular on Ω— {a} or N" is a T.I. set in G. Since | Ω | is even and N" is
l-transitive on Ω—{α}, \N": N%\ is odd for α Φ j δ G Ω . Hence N* is not
semiregular on Ω— {a}. By Theorem A of [9], N* is not a T.I. set in G.
Hence C* is semi-regular on Ω— {a}.
Set A=F(Nt). Since C*<G(A), [C*, G Δ ] < C Λ n G Δ = 1. By Corollary
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Bl of [17], Nβ
Λ
<GA and so [C«,N*]=l. Let IΦΛJEΞC* and set βx=γ. Then
Nl=χ~ιN%x=Nl. Hence N%<N%. Since /5Φγ and G is doubly transitive
on n,\NZ\=\Nξ\. Hence JV£=iV?. Similarly we have Nl=Ny
β
. Hence
N$=Nl and so Nζ=Nβ Π iVv. Since G is doubly transitive on Ω, N"
β
=N" Π iVβ.
Lemma 2.2. Z#£ G be a transitive permutation group on a set ίl, H a sta-
bilizer of a point of Ω and M a nonempty subset of G. Then
\F(M)\ = \NG(M)\x\cclG(M)f]H\l\H\ .
HereccIG(M)ΓίH={g-1Mg\g-1Mg^H,gζΞG}.
Proof. Set W={{Ly ά)\L<ΞcclG{M\ a<=F(L)} and Wm={L\LeccIG(M),
F(L)^a}. By the transitivity of G, | W
Λ
\ = \ W
β
\ holds for every α, /5 e Ω.
Counting the number of elements of Win two ways, we obtain |G: NG(M)\ X
I F(M) \ = \G:H\x\cclG(M)ΠH\. Thus we have Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.3. Z,eί G^PSL(2y q), Sz(q) or PSU(3, q) with q=2n>2 and
suppose that G is a transitive permutation group on a set Ω of odd degree. Let H
be a stabilizer of a point of Ω. Then we have the following:
(i) H has a unique Sylow 2-subgroup S of G and H=DS for a Hall
2f-subgroup D of H where D<Zq^λ.
(ii) Let Lbea subgroup of G such that \ L \ = | H \. Then L ecclG (//).
(iii) S is semi-regular on ά-F(S) and \F(S) \ - |F(H) \ = |NG{S):H\.
(iv) Set D = VxK where V<Zq+1, K<Zq_x. Then K acts semίregularly
onΩ-F(K)andifKΦl, \F(K)\=2\F(S)\.
Proof. Since G is generated by its two distinct Sylow 2-subgroups and
1Φ \G: H\ is odd, H contains a unique Sylow 2-subgrouρ S of G where S=
O2(H). By the structure of NG(S) we have (i) (cf. § 3 of [2]).
To prove (ii) we may assume that S<L. As above S=O2(L) and L=DιS
where D
λ
<Zq2^ Since NG{S)jS is cyclic and |H\ = | L \, we get H=L. Thus
(ii) holds.
Let t(Ξl(S). Applying Lemma 2.2, \F(t)\ = [NG(t)\x \cclG(t)ΠH \/\H \
= (\NG(t)\x\cclG(t)ΠNG(S)\l\NG(S)\)x(\NG(S)^ Since NG(S) is a
stabilizer of the usual doubly transitive permutation representation of G, we
have \NG(t)\ X \cclG(t)ΠNG(S)\!\NG(S)\=h hence \F(t)\ = \NG(S): H\. On
the other hand, |F(S)\ = \NG(S)\χ\cclG(S)ΠH\l\H\ = \NG(S):H\. There-
fore S acts semi-regularly on Ω—F(S). As NG(H)=NG(S)> similarly we have
I F(S) I = I F(H) I. Thus (iii) holds.
Let x be a nontrivial element of K. Then we have | F(ζxy) \ = \ Λ/'G«Λ:» | X
k^ G «^»n-f l
r i/ |^ Γ |=( |Λ^ G «^» | x |^/G«^»nΛΓG(^)|/|iVG(^)|)(|Λ^0(^|)/|iί|).
As before we have |JVG(O»| X \cclG(<x»n.NG(S)\l\NG(S)\=2. Hence \F(x)\
=2 \NG(S): H\ and this is independent of the choice of x^K*. Thus (iv)
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holds.
Lemma 2.4. Let G—PSL(2y q), Sz(q) or PSU(3y q) with q=2n>2 and S
be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, H=NG(S)y t an involution outside H, D=H f]H\
V=CD(t) and K= {d(ΞD \ dt=d'1}. Then the following hold:
(i) NG(<J£>)=φD whenever l^k^K.
(ii) IfG—PSU(3y q) and lφ£7 is a subgroup of Vy then NG{U)=CG(V)
=Nx V where N is a subgroup of G isomorphic to PSL(2, q).
Proof, (i) follows from the structure of PSL(2y q), Sz(q) or PSU(3, q)
(§3 of [2]).
We now regard PSU(3y q) as a usual doubly transitive permutation group
on a set Ω with # 3 +l points. Then V is semi-regular on Ω—F(V) and
G(F(U))IGFW) is doubly transitive on F(U)=F(V). Clearly NG(U)<G(F(U))
and GFiϋ)=V. Hence NG(U)<NG(V). Since V is cyclic, NG(V)<NG(U) and
so NG{U)=NG{V). We now set M=O2'(NG{V)). Then as [Z(S), V]=l and
Z(S) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(V), M centralizes F. By the Frattini
argument NG(V)=(NG(V) ΓιN(Z(S))M=NH{V)M=DZ(S)-M<CG(V). Hence
iVG(F)—CG(V). By the direct computation, we obtain (ii).
Lemma 2.5. Let Gc^PSL(2, q), Sz(q) cr PSU(3, q) with q=2n>2 and
let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
(i) If T is a maximal subgroup of Sy then NG(T)=S.
(ii) Unless G — PSU(3, q) where q=2n and n is odd, then by conjugation
NG(S) acts regularly on the set of all maximal subgroups of S.
Proof. Since NG(S) is strongly embedded in G, S<NG(T)<NG{S) and
so NG(T)=RS where R is a Hall ^-subgroup of JVG(Γ). As \S: T\=2, R
centralizes S/T—Z2 and hence there exists an element t^Cs(R)—T. If G —
PSL(2y q) or Sz(q\ then i?= 1 (§3 of [2]). If G — PSU(3y q) and i?Φl, then
by (ii) of Lemma 2.4, t^I(S)=Ω,1(S)<Ty a contradiction. Thus (i) holds.
Let Γ be the set of all maximal subgroups of 5. Then by conjugation,
NG(S) acts on Γ and (NG(S))T=S for Γ G Γ by (i). Under the assumption of
(ii), we can easily verify |Γ | — \λτG(S): S \. From this (ii) follows at once.
Lemma 2.6. Let G — PSL(2y q)y Sz(q) or PSU(3y q) with q=2n>2 and A
be the full automorphism gruop of G. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then
CA(S)=Z(S). Here we identify G with the inner automorphism group of G.
Proof. Let Ω be the set of all Sylow 2-subgrouρs of G. Then A acts
faithfully on Cί and the action of G on ίl is the same as the usual doubly transi-
tive permutation representation. Hence S is regular on Ω— {S} and so CA(S)
is a 2-subgroup of A. If G—Sz(q)y A\G is cyclic of odd order and so CA(S) < G.
Hence CA(S)=CG(S)=Z(S). If G—PSL(2y q)y S is abelian, so that CA(S)=S
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—Z{S). If G—PSU(3> q), there exists a field automorphism such that
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NA(S). From this CA(S)<O2(NA(S))<<(f>S. If
gs^CA(S)—S where £ £ < / > and s^S, then g centralizes Z(S) and so g is a
field automorphism of order 2 by the structural property of A. Since £ cen-
tralizes s, s must be contained in Z(S). Therefore g centralizes S, while g
is a field automorphism of order 2. This is a contradiction. Thus C^(*S)=
Lemma 2.7. Lέtf G—PSU(3, q), q=*2n such that n is even. Then Aut(G)
=</>G for afield automorphism f of G (see [14]). Let B be a Borel subgroup and
let D be a diagonal subgroup of G. Then B=DS and S=O2(B) for some Sylow
2-subgroup S of G. Set D^VxK with V—Zq+U K~Zq_λ. Then CΛ(Z(S))
where ^ - < / > G and {T} = / « / » .
Proof. By the structural properties of A, [V, Z(S)]=1 and C</>(Z(ιS))=<τ>.
Since NA(Z(S)) > O2(NG(Z(S)))=S, NA(Z(S)) = <f>NG(S). Hence CA(Z(S))=
C(Z(S))n<f>DS=C<f>κ(Z(S))VS. Let gk^C<f>κ(Z(S)) with
Since g is a field automorphism of G, it centralizes a nontrivial element s in
Then A centralizes s and so k=ly for otherwise s^CG(k)=VK, a contradiction.
So C<f>κ(Z(S))=C<f>(Z(S))=<τy Thus
3. The case | Ω | is even
Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on a finite set Ω of even
degree satisfying the assumption of our theorem. Let αGΩ and {a}, A
u
 •••, Δ
r
be the set of all iV*-orbits on Ω. Since N* is normal in G
Λ
, |Δ, | = \Aj\ for
1 < t, 7 <y. Hence | Ω | = 1 + | Δ, | r and so both | Δ, | and r are odd. From this,
JVβ contains a unique Sylow 2-subgroup of N* for /3Φα by (i) of Lemma 2.3.
Set S=O2(N«β).
(3.1) The following hold.
(i) For each Δ, with l<i<r> there exists /S, e Δ f such that N%=N%r
(ii) F(iS)=JF(iVS), IF(5)I = | iVX5): N*β\xr + l and 5 is semi-regular
on n-F(S).
(iii) Set CΛ=CG(Λ^Λ). Then C*-=O(Ga) and is semi-regular on Ω - {a}.
Proof. Let γ G Δ , Since IJVJ | = |iV?|, by (ii) of Lemma 2.3, N%=(N%)X
for some x<=N". Put 7 Λ = ^ t . Then β{GΔ, and N%=N%r Thus (i) holds.
Hence by (iii) of Lemma 2.3, for each Δ, with 1 <i<r, F(S) Π A f=F(iV|) Π
Δf , |F(S)nΔίl = IΛΓJ^IS): iV?| and S is semi-regular on Δ t— (Δ, Π F(S)).
Thus (ii) holds.
Since [O(G
a
), N*]<O(G
Λ
)ΠN" and N" is a non abelian simple group,
[O(G
a
), N"]=:l and so O(G
Λ
)<CΛ. By Lemma 2.1, C* is semi-regular on
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Ω— {a}. Since G
Λ
 \> C*y C* is i-transitive on Ω— {a}. Hence | C" \ \ | Ω | — 1.
From this C* is of odd order and hence C"<O(G
a
). Thus C*=O{G
Λ
).
As a Chevalley group, N* has a Borel subgroup NN<*(S). Let D be a
diagonal subgroup of NN»(S). Then NN«(S)=DS. We now denote GJC*
by G
Λ
. By the properties of PSL(2, q)y Sz(q) or PSU(3, q) ([14]), there exists
a field automorphism / such that ζfyN^IN* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of GJN".
Since C*=O(G
a
), we may assume/is a 2-element in G
Λ
. Since DCaΠNa=D
and SC*niV*=S, Z> and S are /-invariant. Clearly </> 5 is a Sylow 2-sub-
group of G
α
. Since < / > n N β = l , </>Π*Sf<Cα> and so < / > Π S = l . Thus we
have the following.
(3.1)' There exists a 2-element/in G
Λ
 satisfying the following,
(i) / acts on N* as a field automorphism of N*.
(ii) D and 5 are/-invariant and </> Π *S=1.
(iii) <(/)> 5 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G
Λ
.
(3.2) N*
β
IN" Π ΛΓβ is cyclic of odd order.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and (iii) of (3.1), we may assume that C Λ = 1 . First
we claim that \S: SΓiNβ\ =1 or 2. Since SjS nNβ — SNβ/Nβ is isomorphic
to a 2-subgroup of the outer automorphism group of Nβ, S/S Π Λ^ is cyclic.
But S/S' is an elementary abelian 2-group and so SjS Π Nβ ^^1 υrZ 2 and hence
To prove (3.2), it suffices to show that \S: S Γ\Nβ\Φ2. Assume that
IS: S Π Nβ I =2. Then as S and S Π iVβ are normal subgroups of N*
β
. Then
it follows from (i) of Lemma 2.5 that N*
β
=S and \N%: N"Γ[Nβ\=2. Since a
Sylow 2-subgroup of GJN* is cyclic and G^IN%~G
Λβ
N*lN*, a Sylow 2-sub-
group of G
a
βlN$ is cyclic. As N%Nβ/Nβ is a normal subgroup of G
Λβ
/Nβ of
order 2, I(G^)cNlN*. Let / be as defined in (3.1/. T h e n / Φ l as Λ^^ iV^
:$iV*. Let τ 6 / « / » , Since TGΞΛΓGΛ(S), S=Λ^^ and | F ( 5 ) - { α } | is odd,
there exists γ such that γ G f ( τ ) ΓiF(Nβ) and γ Φ α . Clearly Nβ<N%, so that
N*
β
=N*. Therefore we may assume F(τ) 3 yβ and T e G
Λ β
. By Corollary B1 of
[17] F(Nt) = F(Nl). From this F(τ)3i^(iV?iVβ
Λ
) = F(iV^ because τ ε / ( G
r f )
ciV?Λ^^. So <τ>iV^<«τ>Λ^ΛniV(iV^))F(^). Let Z) be as defined in (3.1)'.
Then D<NN«(NΛβ) and Z> is τ-invariant. Hence [Z), r] <«τ>iVΛ Π N(N%))F(Np
f\D=l. Therefore T centralizes Z). Since T is a field automorphism of N* of
order 2 and Z) is a diagonal subgroup of N*y this is a contradiction.
(3.3) The following hold.
(i) NariNβ=NynNδ for, γ, δ^F(iVΛniV^ with γ φ δ .
(ii) G(F(S))=NG{NΛnNη.
(iii) Let M be a subgroup of iVΛ Π Λ^β which contains S. Then F(M)=
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F(S) and NG(M) is doubly transitive on F(S).
(iv) CGa(S)=Z(S)xC».
(v) Let M be as defined in (iii) and suppose C Λ Φ1. Then O2(CG(M))F<S)
is a regular normal elementary abelian 2-subgroup of NG{M)F{S).
Proof. Let γ, δ e jF(iV* Π Nβ) with 7 Φ δ. We may assume α φ γ. Since G
is doubly transitive on Ω, | N" Π iVβ | = | N" Π NY I. By the choice of 7, iV" Π N β
<iV? and NN«(S)/S is cyclic. Hence N"nNβ=N*ΓiN\ Similarly Nyf)N"
=Ny Π iVδ. Thus (i) holds.
Since NG(N«f]Nβ)<NG(S)y NG(N«ΠNβ)<G(F(S)). Let x(=G(F(S)).
Then a\ βx^F(S) and F(S)=F(N%) by (ii) of (3.1). Hence α*, βx^F{Na Π Λ^3).
Therefore by (i) iVΛ' Π N?X=N* Π iV* and so x^NG(NΛΠ iVβ). Thus (ii) holds.
Suppose S<M<N"PiNβ. If M ^ < G ^ for some g£ΞG
a
. Then M ^ ^
/VΛ n G
aβ
=N*
β
. Hence Mg=M because 5 < M and iV£/S is cyclic of odd order.
By the Witt's Theorem NGa(M) is transitive on F(M)~ {a}. Similarly NGβ{M)
is transitive on F(M)— {β}. We may assume \F{M)\ >2. Hence NG(M) is
doubly transitive on F(M). By (ii) of (3.1), F(M)=F(S). Thus (iii) holds.
We denote GJC* by G
a
. Clearly C ^ ( ^ e ) = L Applying Lemma 2.6,
Ck
Λ
(S)=Z(S), hence CG(ύ(S)<Z(S)χC". The converse implication is obvious.
Thus (iv) holds.
Suppose C*Φl. Then since C* is semi-regular on Ω— {a}, CG(M)F^>
(C*)F<S)φl. As NG(M)F^ is doubly transitive by (iii), CG(M)F(S) is transitive.
By (iv), (C«)F^<CGΛ(M)F^<(Z(S)xC*)F^ and so CGΰύ(M)F^=(C«)F(sK
Hence CG{M)F^ is a Frobenius group and so O2(CG(M)F<s>)Φl because |F(5) |
is even. Since CG(M)F(s)<(Z(S)xC«)F(s)=Z(S), O2(CF(M)F^)=O2(CG(M))F^
and this is regular on F(S). As NG(M)F^ t> O2(CG(M))F(S), O2(CG(M))F(S> must
be a regular normal elementary abelian 2-subgrouρ of NG(M)F(S). Thus (v) holds.
(3.4) There exists an involution t such that cclG(f)Γ\SΦφy af=β and
F(t)ΠF(S)=φ. Setμ=\NN«(S):N«β\ and 151=5*. Then we have
(i) |Ω|=(gM-l)^+l._
(ii) \C
s
(t)\>χ/ q> V2q or ^ according as N*—PSL(2yq), Sz(q) or
PSU(3, j), respectively. Furthermore |C
s
( ί ) | | |F(S) | =μr+l.
(iii) If ^ = 1 , then |Ω | = 6 and G — A6 or 5 6 .
(iv) \Ω\2=\F(S)\2-\G:N<J(S)\2.
Proof. Since |Δ t | = \N«: N«β\ = | iV Λ : iVχ5) | X \NNa(S):N%\=(^+l)μ
and |Ω | = |Δ, | r + l . Hence (i) holds.
Since G is doubly transitive on Ω, there exists an involution t such that
α:ZG(f) Π SΦφ and α'=)S. Then t normalizes O2(N« ΓlNβ)=S. Claim F(t) Π
F(S)=φ. Suppose not and let yeF(t)ΓίF(S). As S <N%y S<N"ΓiNy by (i)
of (3.3). Let g be such that ί*eS. Then teiVδ Π G7=iV? where δ = ^ - 1 and
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hence ίeiV7. Since t normalizes S and (tyS <Λf7, t must be contained in S,
a contradiction. Hence F(t)Γ\F(S)=φ. From this C
s
(t) acts semi-regularly
on F(t) and so |F(ί)l is divisibly by \C
s
(t)\. Since ^ G 5 , \F(t)\ = \F(t*)\ =
|F(S) | , hence | C^f) I I I f (5) | .
If N*~PSL(2,q), then |ni(5/50l = | 5 | = i and by Lemma 1 of [7],
1 C
s
(f) I > Λ / T If iV" — 5%), then | ^ (S/S') \ =q. Since q is an odd power of
2 in this case, similarly | C
s
(t)\ >^2q. If N«^PSU(3, q), then |Cl^S/S") \ =q2
and so similarly | C
s
(ΐ) \ >q. Thus we have (ii).
Suppose μ=l. Then N* is doubly transitive on each iV^-orbit =t= {a}.
Applying Theorem D of [10], r = l . Therefore, \F(S)\=μr+l=2 and so by
(i) and (ii),
 ? = 4 , N* — PSL(2, 4) and |Ω | = 6 . Thus (iii) holds.
Since \Ω\ = \G:NG(S)\x\NG(S):NGa(S)\!\Ga:NGa(S)\ and \GΛ:NGΛ(S)\
is odd, (iv) holds.
(3.5) Let π be the set of primes which divides q—ϊ and K a Hall τr-sub-
groupofiVTliV3.
Proof. Suppose X Φ 1 and C*Φ 1. Set Γ, = Δ , Π F(S) and A ^ Δ . ΠF(K).
Then by (i) of (3.1) and Lemma 2.3, for each i with l<z '<r | A f . | = 2 | r £ | =
2\NN*(S)ι N% I = 2 | i V ^ ( 5 ) : N%\ and i ί is semi-regular on Δt—A,.
By (v) of (3.3), O2(CG(KS))F(S) is a regular normal elementary abelian 2-sub-
group of NG(KS)F^S\ Set E=O2(CG(KS)). It follows from (iv) of (3.3) that
EF(s)<(Z(S)xC«)F(sh Since F(Z(S))=F(S) by (ii) of (3.1) and (C«)Fis) = l by
(iii) of (3.1), (Z(S)xC«)F(s)=Z(S). On the other hand Z(S) Π C(K)=1 (cf. § 3
of [2]) and so EF(S)=1. Hence E—EF(SK Since ΐ 1 is regular on F(S), \F(S)\
= IEF^I and so we have |F(S)\ = \E\. Since KS is a subgroup of N$ which
contains 5, by (ii) of (3.1) we have F(S)=F(KS). From this F(S) is a subset
of F(X). Hence |F(K)-F(S)\ = \F(K)-{a}\-\F(S)- {a} \ = ± \A,|-
Σ | r , | = r x \NN*(S): N%\. Since r is odd, \F(K)-F(S)\ is odd. On the
other hand E fixes F(K)—F(S) setwise because E centralizes S and K. There-
fore E fixes an element γ^F(K)—F(S) as E is a 2-subgroup of G. Since
N*ylO2(N«Ί) is cyclic of odd order, K <Nay and | K O2(Λ ?^) | | | iVΛ Π Ny \, we have
K-O2(Nΐ)<N"f)N'Ϋ. Hence iί<Λ^ γand so | C ^ ( X ) | is odd by (i) of Lemma
2.4. Since CGy(K)ICNy(K)CΫ^CGy(K)NyCyIN'ΫC\ a Sylow 2-subgroυp of
CGΊ{K) is cyclic. But E< CG^(K) and hence \E\ = \F(S)| =2=μr+l. From
this μ=r = l. By (iii) of (3.4) C Λ = 1 , which is contrary to the assumption
C Λ Φ1. So (3.5) holds.
(3.6) Suppose i £ Φ l and let S
ι
 be a subgroup of S. If S^^N^S) and
for some £ <Ξ G, then 5X < Z2 x Z 4 and 15X | 121 GJiV* I.
Proof. Set 5 / = Γ. By (ii) of (3.1), T is semi-regular on Ω-F(Γ) . Claim
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F(T)ΓiF(S)=φ. Suppose not and let γ(ΞF(T)nF(S). Then T<N°f and
S<N«y. By (3.2) T<N«* Γ)Ny and S<N«f)Ny and so TS<Ny. Since S is
a Sylow 2-subgroup of JV7, TS=S. Hence T < S , a contradiction. Thus
F(T) Π F{S)=φ. From this Γ acts semi-regularly on F(S). By (ii) of (3.3), T
normalizes N*(\Nβ and so T<NG(S)Γ[NG(KS). By the Frattini argument
KST=N
κsτ
(K).KS=N
sτ
(K).KSy so that JVSΓ(iQF<5>=:r<5) as F(S)=F(KS).
For an arbitrary γGF(S), N
sτ
(K)y=Ns(K)=Cs(K)^l, whence Λ^SΓ(i?) —
Hence T^NST(K). Now NSΓ(i<0 acts on F(K)-F(S) and
is odd. Hence NST(K) fixes some S<=F(iQ-^(S). Since
K<N"
δ
 and |jf.O2(iV?)| | |iV*ΠiVδ|, we have K<N«ΓιN8 as in the proof of
(3.5). By (i) of Lemma 2.4, NNs{K)=DKii)[>D where u is an involution and D
is a cyclic subgroup of JVδ of odd order. Since NGδ(K)/NNδ(K)~NG8(K)NδIN8
and a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of G
s
/N8 is cyclic, a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG8(K) is
isomorphic to a subgroup of Z2χZm for some integer w. Since T<S
g
 and *S
is of exponent at most 4, (3.6) follows immediately.
(3.7) One of the following holds,
(i) | Ω | = 6 a n d G — A 6 o r S6.
(ii) N* Π Nβ is a ττ'-group.
Proof. Let i£ be a Hall zr-subgroup of N*f)Nβ and suppose GφA6> S6
and i £ φ l . Let * be an involution as in (3.4) and Q a Sylow 2-subgroup of G
containing <0>S. Then Qΐ>S. For otherwise, let x<=NQ(NQ(S))—NQ(S)y
then Sx=tS and ^normalizes 5. Applying (3.6) to Sx, S — Z2xZ2 and N* —
PSL(2,4). But since i £ φ l , |iVΛΠiV3 |=12 and hence μ=l. It follows from
(iii) of (3.4) that G—A6 or S6, which is contrary to the assumption.
Since Q > S and all involutions in S are conjugate in G, £ is conjugate to s
for an involution ί e Z ( P ) n 5 . As s is an extremal element in Q, there is an
element ^ e G such that tg=s and (CQ(t))g<Q. Set Γ=(Cs(f))*. If T<S, as
5 is semi-regular on Ω-F(S), F(S)g=F(S). Hence ί 1(ί)=jP(^' 1=JP(5), con-
trary to the choice of t. Therefore T^S. Applying (3.6) again, C
s
(t)<Z2xZA,
\C
s
(t)\\2.\GJN»\.
IΪN«^PSL(2, q)9 by (ii) of (3.4), VΎ<\Cs(t)\ |2 \GJN«\ and so q=22
or 24. As before, #Φ2 2 , hence ^—24, N" — PSL(2, 24). Then r = l because the
outer automorphism group of PSL(2, 24) is cyclic of order 4. Since μ φ l and
i ^ Φ l , (μ, \K\, \F(K)\, | Ω | ) is (3, 5, 7, 52) or (5, 3, 11, 86) by (iv) of Lemma
2.3 and (i) of (3.4). By the Witt's Theorem, NG(K) is doubly transitive on
F(K). Hence \G\ is divisible by \F{K)\. Since C«=l by (3.5), we have
IGI I IΩI I Aut (PSL(2y 24)) |. Hence we can verify | F(K) \χ\G\in both cases.
This is a contradiction.
If N" — Sz(q), similarly we obtain y/2q < \C
s
(t)\\2\GJN*I. But in this
case since the outer automorphism group of N* is cyclic of odd order, | GJN* \
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is odd and so y/2q<2. Hence q<2, a contracdiction.
If N«^PSU(3y q), similarly q< \Cs(t)\ \2\GJN*\. Hence q=2\ N« —
PSU(3,22). As in the first case, r= land (μ, \K\, \F(K)\, |Ω | )=(5, 3, 11, 326)
and so 11= \F(K)\ | |Ω | |Aut(ASϊ7(3, 22))|, a contradiction.
In (3.8)-(3.11), we shall prove that iVβ = iVΛΠiVβ. First we note the
following.
(3.8) IfC"Φl,7V?=iV"niV3.
Proof. Since N* is a nonabelian ίsimple group, (3.8) follows immediately
form Lemma 2.1.
(3.9) Let/) be a prime withal |JVj5: N*ΓiNβ\ and assume the following:
(*) />Φ3 if NΛ^PSU/(39 2n) and n is odd.
Then μ=p.
Proof. It follows from (3.8) that C*=\. Hence GJN* is isomorphic to
a subgroup of the outer automorphism group of NΛ and so under the hypothesis
(*), a Sylow />-subgrouρ of GJN* is normal and cyclic ([14]). Set =NG(S)F(S).
Since W/N«
β
<G
aβ
IN«
β
^G
aβ
N«IN*, a Sylow />-subgroup of W/N*
β
 is normal
and cyclic. Hence all elements in W of order p is contained in N*
β
Nβ
Λ
 because
\Nβ
Λ
NilN%\ = \Nl: NβnN*\ = \N%: N*ΠNβ\ and/>| \N%: N«Π Nβ\. Let
P be a Sylow />-subgroup of W. Then Ω
x
( P ) < i V ^ ^ Set Q=C11(P). Since
N«
β
NβJN«
β
^NβJN*Γ\Nβy by (3.2) N«βNβJN*β is cyclic and so Q' is a cyclic
subgroup of N%, similarly Q'<Nβ
Λ
. Hence Q'<N*Γ\Nβ and the p-mnk of
Q\Q' is at most 2.
By the Frattini argument, NG(S)=(NG(S) f)N(P))W. Let M be a normal
subgroup of NG(S) Π Λf(P) such that M F ( S ) is a minimal normal subgroup of
NG(S)F(S). We choose M so that its order is minimal. Since NG(S)F(S) is doubly
transitive, MF(S) is an elementary abelian 2-subgrouρ or a direct product of iso-
morphic non abelian simple groups. As Qr is cyclic, M\CM(Q'} is abelian and
its Sylow 2-subgroup is cyclic. Hence by the minimality of M, M=CM(Q').
Set Q=QIQ'. We argue that CM(Q)<W. To prove this, it suffices to
show that MΦCM(Q). If M=CM(Q), M stabilizes the normal series Q\>Q'\> 1
and hence OP(M) centralizes P by Theorem 5.3.2 and Theorem 5.3.1 of [6].
Obviously OP(M)<£W and so OP(M)=M by the minimality of M. Therefore
M centralizes P. Let x be an element of M such that ax=β, then P{\N%<
N* ΓiN*X = N*ΓίNβ. But since P Π N% is a Sylow ^-subgroup of N%,
pX\N*
β
:N*{λNβ\,2i contradiction.
Set C^CM^Q)). Then M/C<GL(2,p) because the />-rank of Q is at
most 2. By the minimality of M, MIC < SL(2, p). On the other hand OP(C)<
CM(Q)<W. Therefore CF^ is a normal />-subgroup of ΛΓG(5)F(S\ Since
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/>φ2, CF(S)=1 and so C <W. Hence M F ( 5 ) is isomorphic to a homomorphic
image of a subgroup of SL(2y p).
Hence if MF(S) is an elementary abelian 2-group, we have M F ( S ) ^ Z 2 x Z 2
and \F(S)\=4. From (ii) and (iii) of (3.4), μ=3 and r = l . By (ii) of (3.4),
N«^PSL(2, 4), PSL(2, 16) or PS£/(3, 4) and hence |G
a
: N«\ = 1, 2 or 4,
which is contrary to £ | | Nβ
a
: Nβ Π N* | = | N^N'/N* \.
If MF^S) is a direct product of isomorphic non abelian simple groups by
Dickson's Theorem (Hauptsatz 8.27 [8]) MF(S) — PSL(2y p) with p>5 or A5.
Claim MF^A5. Suppose Λf
F<s>~ A5y then J V ^ S ) ^ — ^  or S 5 and so
\F(S) I - 6 , μ=5 and r = l . By (ii) of (3.4), we obtain
 ? = 2
2
 and N«—PSL{2y 4).
Hence 5/Π#*•(£): Ni\ =V> = 5> a contradiction. Thus MF^ — PSL(2yp)
with />>5. Hence |Λ^G(5)F(5): MF^\=ί or 2. From this as \F(S)\ is even,
MF^S) is also doubly transitive. Again by Dickson's Theorem, we know all
maximal subgroups of PSL(2y p) with ^>>5 and hence PSL(2y p) with p>5 has
a unique doubly transitive permutation representation of even degree, which is
the known one. From this 1^(5)1=^+1. Since \F{S)\ =μr+ l = μ + l , we
obtain μ=p.
(3.10) If N«^PSU(3y q) and n is odd, then ZX\N%: N«f)Nβ\.
Proof. By (3.8), we may assume C*=l. Set W=NG(S)F(S) and let Pbe a
Sylow 3-subgroup of W. As GJN«
β
 — G
Λβ
N*jN«<GJN*y a Sylow 3-sub-
group of WjN% is an abelian 3-group of rank at most 2, so that P'<N% and
similarly P'<Nβ
Λ
. Hence P'^iV* Π iVβ and P x is cyclic.
Similarly as in the proof of (3.9) we can choose a normal subgroup M of
NG(S) Π N(P). Denote P\Pr by P. Then Ω^P) is an elementary abelian 3-sub-
group of rank at most 3. Then as in the proof of (3.9), M centralizes Pf and
CM(Ωχ(P)) is contained in W. Hence M/C<SL(3y 3) where C=CM(Ω,\P)).
If M i ? ( 5 ) is an elementary abelian 2-group, by the structure of SL(3y 3),
ΛF ( 5 ) — Z 2 x Z 2 and so \F(S)\=4y μ=3 and r = l . L e t ^ e π ' . Since w is odd,
3φτr. Therefore^Φ3. By (3.7), p
x
χ|Λ^ΛΠ^|. Hence p
x
\ \N%\ N»nNβ\
and applying (3.9) t o ^ , we have μ=p1=3y a contradiction.
If M F ( 5 ) is a direct product of isomorphic non abelian simple groups, we
have M F ( 5 ) —£L(3, 3) because every proper subgroup of SL(3y 3) is solvable.
Hence \NG(S)F^: MF^\=ί or 2 and so MF^ is also doubly transitive. By
(ii) of (3.1), NN*(S)F(s)=N%. Therefore, NN*(S)F™ is cyclic of order μ.
Since \SL(3y 3) | =243313, μ--=r3 or 13. If μ=3y applying (3.7) and (3.9), π is
empty, a contradiction. If μ = 1 3 , then (MJF<S ) > ΛV(S)F ( S ) — Z13. Hence
(M
Λ
)F(S) is isomorphic to the normalizer of a Sylow 13-subgroup in SL(3y 3),
while this permutation representation of SL(3y 3) is not doubly transitive. Thus
(3.10) is proved.
(3.11) N*
β
=N*f)Nβ.
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Proof. Suppose not and let p be a prime with p\ \N%: N"ΠNβ\. Then
it follows from (3.7), (3.9) and (3.10) that q— l=pe for some integer e>2. If e
is even, pe=\ (mod 4), while q—1 = — 1 (mod 4), a contradiction. If e is odd,
2n=q=c(p+l) where c=pe"1— pe'2-\ p+l. We note that e>3. Since c is
odd, c = l , a contradiction. Thus N%=N*f)Ne.
(3.12) Suppose N*—PSL(2, q) or 5%) and G^AB9 5 6 . Then
(i) N%=N« Π iVβ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of iV*.
(ii) If N«^PSL(2, q), then |F(S) | =
β
 and |Ω | ^g2.
(iii) If N«^ S%), then | F(S) \ =f and | Ω | = ? 4 .
(iv) There is an element * in G such that SΦS*, [S, Sx]=l and
Proof. By assumption, NNcc(S)=(q—l)qi where | JS | =β f- Hence (i) fol-
lows immediately from (3.7) and (3.11).
We now argue that 1^(5)1 is a power of 2. By (v) of (3.3), it suffices to
consider the case C * = l . Applying (ii) of (3.4), q\ \F(S)\2. By (i), μ =
\NN«(S):N"β\ = q-l and so \F(S)\ = μr+l=(q-l)r+l. Hence ? | (r-l) 2 ,
while r is a divisor of n where 2n—q because Ca=l and GJN* is isomorphic
to a subgroup of the outer automorphism group of N*. Therefore r= 1 and
\F(S)\=q9 a power of 2.
Hence by (iv) of (3.4), \F(S)\=(q-l)r+ί\ |Ω | = ( ί l + l ) ( g - l ) r + l and so
q\(q-l)r+l and ( ? - l ) r + l | ^ . From this, (/, r )=( l , 1), (2, 1) or (2, g+1).
If (ί, r )=(l , 1) or (2,^+1), we obtain (ii) or (iii), respectively. We argue
(ί, r)Φ(2, 1). Suppose (i, r)=(2, 1). Then Λ^ Λ — Sz(q), \F(S)\=q and | Ω | =
4(<f-q+1). In this case, since | GJC*NΛ \ is odd, we have I(G
aβ
)=I(N" Π Nβ).
From this, all involutions in a fixed Sylow 2-subgroup of G
a
β have a common
fixed point set. By [12], G has a regular normal subgroup and so (f—q+l = l>
a contradiction.
Since by (iv) of (3.4) |Ω | = |F(S)\x\G: NG(S)12, \G: NG(S)\2 is divisible
by 2. Let *SΊ be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(S) and S2 a Sylow 2-subgroup
of JVC(5Ί). Since 2| |G: ΛΓG(S)|, *SΊΦ52. Let Λ e S 2 - 5 Ί , then S*SX and
6ΊD>5, 5Λ. Suppose j(ΞF(S)Γ\F(Sx). Then by (i), SSx<Ny and so S = S * ,
a contradiction. Therefore F(S)f)F(Sx)=φ and hence [5, S*]=- 1 by (ii) of
(3.1). Thus (iii) holds.
(3.13) The following hold.
(i) N«^Sz(q).
(ii) Suppose N*c^PSL(2y q) and let Sx be as defined in (3.12). Then
O2(CG(S)) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(S) and O2(CG(S))=S X Sx.
Proof. Suppose N«^PSL(2y q) or S*(j). If C Λ Φ l , O2(CG(S))F^ is a
regular normal subgroup of NG(S)F^S) by (v) of (3.3). If C*==l, by (iv) of (3.3)
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CGa(S)=Z(S) and so CG(S)F(S)=Z(S). By (3.12), CG(S)F< s>>(Sy<5 )Φl, and
IF(S)I =5*= \S\ and so C
c
(5)=Z(ιS)XS*. Hence in both cases O2(CG(S)) is
regular on F(*S).
Since by (iv) of (3.3) CG(S)Fis)=CGΛβ(S)=Z(S) and by (ii), (iii) of (3.12)
c£= I Sx I = F I (S) I - I CG(S): CGrt(S) |, we have O2(CG(S)) = Z(S) X Sx and this
is a SyJow 2-subgroup of CG(S). Since Z(O2(CG(S)))F^=Z(SX)F^S\ NG(S)\>
Z(O2(CG(S))) and |F(S) | = | 5 | , \Z(SX)F^\ = \S\. Hence |Z(S)| = | S | and
*S is abelian. So (3.13) follows.
(3.14) Suppose N« — PSL(2, q) and GφA* S6. Put E=O2(CG(S)) =
Sx Sx, W= {TI T<EΞcclG{S\ T<E). Then we have the following:
(i) I WI =q and Ω = UF(T) where T runs over every element of W.
T
(ii) NG(E) Π crfG (ί) c £" for all 5 e /(5).
(iii) If 5 ΠE* Π^/G(ί)Φφ for some ^GG, then g<=NG(E).
Proof. Let Z) be a Hall 2/-subgrouρ of NN*(S). Then Z>—Zq_x and by (i)
of (3.12) D is semi-regular on Ω— {α}. If rf ^ ND(Sx)f <rf> acts semi-regυlarly
on F(SX) since αφF(5 X ) . Hence the order of d divides | F(S) \. But | F(S) \ =q
by (ii) of (3.12), hence |<</>| | ( ? , g - l ) = l and so d=\. Therefore ND(Sx)=l.
Hence | {Sxd\d(=D} \=q-l and {5^ | r feZ)}^ίF as D normalizes E. If
S = 5 X ί / for some d£ΞD, Sx=Sd~1=S, a contradiction. Hence \W\>q. If
there exist *SΊ, S2(=Wsuch that *SΊΦ52 and F(6Ί) ΠF(S2).Φ^ Let γ^F(S 1 )Π
F(52). Then 5Ί, S2<Ny by (i) of (3.12) and so <SU S2y=N\ which is contrary
to <^Sl9S2y<E. Hence i ^ S ^ n i ^ ) ^ for 5Ί, 5 2 e P F such that Sλ*S2.
Since |F(5) | =
 9 and |Ω | = $2 by (ii) of (3.12), we have \W\<q. Thus (i)
holds.
Let s<=I(S) and suppose sg^NG(E)—E for some ^ G G . Then s*eiVv
where γ = α ^ . By (i) we choose T<=W so that Ύ^F(T). Then <$*, T>=Ny as
^ φ Γ and T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N\ On the other hand </, Γ><</>5,
which is a 2-subgroup of NG(E)} a contradiction. Thus (ii) holds.
Let lΦt^EnEgf)cclG(s) for ^ G G and s<=I(S). Then there are S ^ E 1
and S2<E
g
 such that ίG5Ί Π S2 and *SΊ, gS.g-
1
^ W. Since F{S
ι
)=F(t)^F{S2)
by (ii) of (3.1), <5i, 52><iVγnΛ^δ for 7, δeF(f). Hence S 1 = 5 2 by (i) of (3.12).
Applying (ii) of (3.13) to Sl9 we obtain £=O2(CG(*S r 1))=O2(CG(52))=^. Thus
(iii) holds.
(3.15) Suppose N* — PSL(2, q) and G ^ Λ , S6. Then G has a regular
normal subgroup.
Proof. We count the set {(γ, Γ ) | γ e F ( Γ ) , T^cclG(S)} in two ways and
we have ί ϊ x ( ? + l ) = krfG(5)| X? by (3.12). Hence \cc!G(S)\=q(q+ί). On
the other hand we have |cdG(S)\ = \G: NG(E)\Xqby (i), (ii) of (3.14). From
this, \G:NG(E)\=q+l.
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Set T=cclG(E). We now consider the action of G on Γ. By definition, G
is transitive on Γ and NG(E) is a stabilizer of £ G Γ . We argue that 5 is regular
on Γ— {£"}. Suppose not and let l Φ s ^ S such that s~1Egs = Eg for some
Then gsg^^N^E). By (ii) of (3.14), gsg~ι^E and hence
1
. By (iii) of (3.14), E=gEg~\ Hence E=E8, a contradiction.
Since S<NG{E)) and \S\ = | Γ | - 1 , 5 is regular on Γ - {E) and G Γ is doubly
transitive. Since S is abelian and regular on Γ— {E}, Gτ Π C(SΓ)=ST. From
this, ET=SΓ because E>S and £ is abelian. Therefore G
Γ
Φ 1 . Set M = G
Γ
.
Suppose M Π i V φ l , then M>N* as iV" is simple. Hence N*<NG(E) and
so Λ
τ
* normalizes Z? Γϊ G
Λ
 = S, a contradiction. Thus M f W Λ = l . Hence
M
Λ
<^CG(N*)=C*9 so that M^—X or M Λ Φ l and M is a Frobenius group on Ω
by (iii) of (3.1). In both cases, G has a regular normal subgroup.
We now consider the case that N* — PSU(3,q). By (3.7) and (3.11),
N*
β
=US where U is a Hall 2'-subgrouρ of N% and U<Zq+1/e with £ = ( # + 1 , 3).
As in the proof of (3.1)', we set NN*(S)=DS and D=VxK. Here F — Z 9 + 1 / ε
and K—Zq-i. Since NN*(S)t>N%, we may assume t/= F
(3.16) Suppose N«~PSU(3, q). Then N%^N"(\Nβ is a Sylow 2-sub-
group of N*. In particular μ=q2—lj6.
Proof. Suppose not and t / Φ l . If £/*<G
r t β for gGG, U
8<N«*t\Ng
=N«8nN«nNβ8f)Nβ<N*f]Nβ. Hence C/is conjugate to C/Mn iV"ΠΛ^<G
r t β.
By the Witt's Theorem NG(U) is doubly transitive on F(U). By (ii) of Lemma
2.4, NN«{U)=:NxV where N—PSL(2yq). Hence NG(U)^U) satisfies the
assumption of Theorem 1. By (i) of (3.1), the number of fixed points of U
on Δt is constant for each iV
Λ
-orbit Δ, and so \F(U)\ = \F(U)Γ\Δi\xr+l
H\NN<U)\x\Nΐ:NN«(U)\l\Nΐ\)χr+l^\PSL(2^
χ
r
+l=(q2-l)χrχ \V: U\+l. Hence \F(U)\ is even and |ίT(C/)|Φ6. Ap-
plying (3.12) to NG{U)F<U\ we obtain \F(U)\ =tf, \F(U)ΓiF(Z(S))\=q. Hence
r = l , ? 7 = F , ^ = F 5 a n d ^ ( 7 ) 1 - ^ and so /*=|ΛΓ
Λr
-(S): J V S | = j - l . Since
by (ii) of (3.1) F(U)ΏF(S)y \F(Z(S))\ = \F(S)\=q. Furthermore by (3.15),
NG(V)F(V) has a regular normal elementary abelian 2-subgroup, say EF(V).
Clearly EFiy)<CG{V)F{y). Hence we may assume that E is a 2-subgroup of
CG(F). Put P=EF(V). Then \E\ = \P\q\ By (i) of (3.4), \a\ = <f-f + q
and so 2q/\a—F{V) \. Hence there exists γ G ί l - F ( F ) such that \E: Ey\ <q.
Let Γ be a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of Gy containing Ey. Since Ey/Ey Π ϊ
1
 Π Λ^
Y
 is
isomorphic to a subgroup of T/T f) Ny and Γ/Γ Π Ny—TNyINy <Gy/Ny,
EyjEy Π ϊ 1 Π ΛΓV is cyclic. If ^ 7 n T Π Λ^v= 1, Ey is cyclic and so | Ey\Ey Π P | < 2.
Then | £ f
γ
( Ί P | > | £ ' γ | / 2 > | P | ί / 2 > | P | , a contradiction. Hence Eyϊ\T [\N*
Φ l . Let ^eEΎΠΓΓlΛ^7 with ^ Φ l . Since |F(^) | =q< \F(P)\, z^E and
JE'F ( 7 ) is regular, we have F(z) f)F(V)=φ. Hence V acts semi-regularly on F(z).
From this, q= \F(z)\—(q-5
Γ
ll£)χk for some integer k>\. Since q is a power
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of 2, <7+l/£=l, a contradiction.
(3.17) Suppose N*—PSU(3, q). Then the following hold.
(i) \Ci\=<f-f+f, \F(S)\=t.
(ii) NG(S)F(S) has a regular normal subgroup.
Proof. If C"Φl, (ii) follows from (v) of (3.3) and so \F(S)\ is a power of
2. By (3.4) and (3.16), \F(S)\=(q*-l)rl8+l and (f-iy/ε+l \tf+l)(f-l)rl
£ + 1 , hence (q2— V)rjS-\-\ \q3. By calculation, we obtain r=S. So (i) follows.
We now assume C«=l. By (ii) of (3.4), q\ \F(S)\=(q2-l)rl8+ίy so that
r
=qk-\-S for an integer k>0. Since C*=l> r is a divisor of | GJN*|. Hence
r |2w£, so that r \nβ. Therefore n£>r=qk-}S=2nxk+S. Hence Λ=0 and r=6.
From this (i) follows.
Let / b e a field automorphism as defined in (3.1/ and let T be a Sylow
2-subgroup of NG(S) which contains </>S. Since \NG(S): NGa(S)\ = \F(S)\
=q2 by (i), I TI = 2 Y where |</>| = 2 * . Since Γ > S and Ω- J F(S)=j s (g ί -1)
there exists γ E Ω - F ^ ) such that | T: Ty\=tf, hence | Γ v | =2mq2 and T=STy.
Set ϋ^^ΓYΠiV7. Then ίFis semi-regular on JP(5) because γ e Ω - F ( S ) . In
particular | Ϊ F | < |F(5) | - ^ 2 . We note that \TyNyINy\<2m. Since Γ γ /ίF—
TyN
yIN\ we have | Γi^  | > ^ . Hence \W\^<f and PF is regular on F(S).
Moreover | TV W\=2m.
Since NGaβ(S)/S—NGaβ(S)N*IN" by (3.16), NGaβ(S)F& is isomorphic to a
homomorphic image of a subgroup of the outer automorphism group of N*.
Hence NGΰύβ(S)F(S) is abelian when n is even or / = 1 . In this case by [1], (ii)
holds because | F(S) \ =(f. We now assume n is odd and |</> | = 2 m = 2 . Since
T=STy and \Ty:W\ =2, \ T
F&: WF^ \ =2. Claim / F ^ Φ 1. For otherwise
f(=NG(S)F(s) and [/, D ] < N G ( S ) M s ) n £ > = l as D is/-invariant and D<NG(S).
But since / Φ l , / does not centralize Zλ Therefore / F ( S ) Φ l . A s / e G
Λ
,
/*•(*)$ »"<*>. Hence ΓF(5)
=
</>W)H7^(5) t>fFF(5) ι g i n c e p^Fcs) i s r e g u la r ,
fF(S) is not conjugate to any element in WF{S). Hence fF(S) is not contained in
O\NG(S)F^) by Lemma 2 of [3]. Since </^(S)> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of
(NG(S)F^)aβ, O2(NG(S)F&)^ is of odd order. As before (NG(S)F&)aβ is iso-
morphic to a homomorphic image of a subgroup of the outer automorphism
group of N*y O
2(NG(S)F^s\β is abelian. Again by [1], O2(NG(S)F&) has a
regular normal subgroup as |F(*S)|=^2. Thus (ii) also holds in this case
(3.18) N«ϊkPSU(3yq).
Proof. Let / be as in (3.1)7. By the same argument as in the proof of (ii) of
(3.17), we have 7«/)>)φNG(S)F(S) and so S is a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of NG(S)F(S).
By (ii) of (3.17), there is a normal subgroup L of NG(S) such that
L>NG(S)F(s) and LF(S) is an elementary abelian 2-subgrouρ of NG(S)F<S). Let
T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of </>L which contains/. Set E=TΓiL. Then E
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is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L. Since S is a unique Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(S)F(S),
EIS—LF(S) is an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of order q2. As < / > n # =
</>ns=i, τ=ζf>E[>E.
Since T\>S and | Π—JP(*S) | = 9 3 ( 9 2 — 1) by (i) of (3.17), we can choose
such that | Γ: 7\| =q3. Hence | Ty\ == 2mq2 where 2m is the order
of/. Since Ty/Ty Π C W Y ^ TyN
yCyICyNy is cyclic of order at most 2m, | 7\ Π
CyNy \ = \TyΓiN
y\>q2. Moreover Ty Π Ny/Ty Γi Λ" Π £ ^ ( T y Π ΛT)£/£ is cyclic
of order at most 2m, we have | Tyf)Nyf]E\ >q2j2m. Since the order of / is a
divisor of 2w, we have | T
Ί
 Π Ny Π E \ > q(2nβm) >q.
If TyΓ\NyΓ\E contains no element of order 4, then TyΓ\NyΓ\E is an
elementary abelian 2-subgroup of Ny of order q and hence Ty Π NyjTy Γ\NyΓ\E
is an elementary abelian 2-groαρ. Therefore {(TyΓϊN^EIEl <2 and so
I Ty Π Ny Π £ I >q2l2>qf a contradiction.
If TyΓ\Nyf]E contains an element # of order 4, then l Φ a ^ e S because
is an elementary abelian 2-group. Since γe ίpc 2 ) , by (ii) of (3.1) we have
), which is contrary to γ G ί l - F ( S ) . Thus (3.18) holds.
In this section we have proved the following:
Theorem 2. Suppose GΩ satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and \ Ω | is
even. Then N*^Sz{q\ PSU(3, q)y N*—PSL(2y q) and either
(i) GQ^A6orS6or
(ii) IΩI =q2y \Nβ\ = \N*ΓiNβ\=q and G has a regular normal subgroup.
4. The case |Ω | is odd
Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on £1 of odd degree satis-
fying the assumption of Theorem 1. By Theorem A of [10] and Theorem B of
[11], we may assume CG(iVΛ)=l. Hence GJN" is isomorphic to a subgroup of
the outer automorphism group of ΛΓ*. Let {α}, A
u
 Δ2, •••, Δ r be the set of all
iVΛ-orbits on Ω. Clearly r is a divisor of | GJN* \.
From now on we assume that G has no regular normal subgroup and prove
that G^PSL(2, 11). Let M be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then by
assumption, M
Λ
 Φ1.
(4.1) M is simple and N*<M.
Proof. Since G is doubly transitive and M
Λ
Φ l , M is a simple group (cf.
Exercise 12.4 of [16]). If N"^M, then M
a
 Π N*= 1 as N* is simple and hence
M
Λ
< CG(N*)= 1, a contradiction. Thus N*<M.
As in (3.1)7, there is a 2-element/of M
a
 such that / acts on N* as a field
automorphism, </>*?[>S, </> 0*5=1 and </>£ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M
Λ
,
where NN*(S)=DS is a Borel subgroup of iVΛ, S is a unipotent subgroup of
N", and Z) is a diagonal subgroup of N*.
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(4.2) I f / φ l , then I(N«
β
)mN*f]Nβ for
Proof. Suppose/Φl and T G / ( ( / ) ) . Since M is a simple group with a
Sylow 2-subgroup </>*?, τg<=S for some g^M^ by Lemma 2 of [3], Set
γ ^ α * "
1
. Then τe=iV* and clearly τefΞJV7ΠiVΛ, so that /(JVy^iVniV*. By
the transitivity of G, we obtain l{N%)^N<AΓ[Nβ for any /3Φα.
(4.3) Suppose/Φ 1. Then N"^Sz(q)y PSU{3, q).
Proof. If N*~Sz(q\ \GJN*\ is odd and hence / = 1 , a contradiction.
Therefore iV* 96 5%).
Suppose N*^PSU(3, q) and let τ e / « / » . Let ίeZ«/>ιS)Π/(ιS). As
in the proof of (4.2), cclM(r) Π SΦφ. Then since 5 is an extremal element there
is g^M such that τ*=s and (Cζf>s(τ))g<(fyS. Since T is a field automorphism
of order 2, Z(S)<C</>s(τ). Put β=ag'\ Then τ<EΞiVβ and Z(S)<iV£. By
(4.2) Z(S)^N*f)Nβ and so |Z(*S): Z(S)niV"niVβ | =2 because
Claim N%<NN*(S). Suppose not. Then iV£ ΠNN*(S) is a strongly em-
bedded subgroup of JV?. Since |N%jN*ΠΛ^β| is even and Λ^^>Z(S)>Z2XZ2,
by Bender's Theorem ([2]), N*
β
/N*nNβis not solvable, while N*
β
/NβnNβ —
N°βNβINβ is solvable, a contradiction.
Let F
x
 be a τ-invariant Hall 2/-subgrouρ of JVJ. Then since ^ normalizes
Oι(O
a
(ΛΓS))=Z(ιS), F
x
 centralizes Z ( 5 ) / Z ( 5 ) n i V Λ n ^ ^ Z 2 . Hence by (i) of
Lemma 2.4, V
x
<Zq+l and so [Vu Z(S)] = 1 by (ii) of Lemma 2.4. Therefore
I(N«
β
)^Z(N"
β
). Similarly I(Nβ
a
)^Z(Nβ
Λ
). Since τe/(iVβ), we have N"PiNβ
<C(τ)0NN*(S). Since T is a field automorphism of iVΛ of order 2, C(τ)Π
NN*(S)—KZ(S) where i^ is a cyclic subgroup of NN*(S) of order q—1. Hence
N" Π Λ^0<ifZ(5) n N«
β
=Z(S)(K n F1O2(Λ^^))=Z(5) and so | Z(S):N"ΠNβ\ - 2 .
We claim that F(z)=F(Z(S)) for z&I(N%). Let Δ, be an arbitrary Λ^Λ-
orbit on Ω— {a}. Since all elementary abelian 2-subgrouρs of Na of order q
are conjugate in iV*, there exists γGΔ, with Z(S)<N*. Hence by Lemma 2.2,
\F(z)nAi\ = \CN«(z)\χ\Z(Sγ\l\N«y\=(q+ll£)xq%q-l)l\N«y\ for zt=I(Nt).
On the other hand \F(Z(S))nAi\ = \NN*(Z(S))\l\Nl\=(f-ll6)X(?l\Ni\.
Hence F(z)nAi=F(Z(S))ΠAi and so F(z)=F(Z(S)). In particular F(τ)=
F(Z(S)) because r^I(Ni) and Λ^ r tniVβΦl.
We claim that (V1)F(Z(S))=1. Set 5Ί=O2(iVS). Let d^V1 with rfφ 1, Δ,
be a iVΛ-orbit which contains yS and let D
λ
 be a τ-invariant Hall 2/-subgroup
of NN«(S) which contains Vx. Put Ar—<J>Z(>S). Then by Lemma 2.2,
|F(JΓ)nΔj - |iV>(A:)| |JVS= iV^(X)|/|iV^| = \DXZ(S)\ \N%: VλZ{S)\l\N%\
= {<?-\IS)\S
ι
\l\m\ = \ F(Z{S)) n Δ, I /1 S: S, I. Since 5
x
/iVΛ Π iVβ is cyclic
and N"ΠNβ<Z(S)y SΦS^ Therefore F(X)*F(Z(S)) and so
Since A < ^ . ( Z ( 5 ) ) and τeiVG α(Z(5))F ( z ( 5 ) ), [T,
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= l . Hence D1^C(τ)nNN^S)=:KZ(S) with K^Zq_ly which is
contrary to \DX\ ={^—\)jβ. So (4.3) is proved.
(4.4) Suppose N* ~ PSL(2, q) and / Φ1. Then the following hold.
(i) N% is a 2-subgroup of N" and |iV|: 7V*niVβ |=2.
(ii) Let τ ε J « / » , Then for some /8Φα, τeΛΓ^-ΛΓ?, | C
s
( τ ) |
= v
/ y
Proof. As in the proof of (4.3), there exist s^I(S) and g^M such that
τ*=s and (C</>s(τ)y<ζf>S. Fut β=a*~\ Then τeiV£-iV2 and Cs(τ)<N«β.
Since T is a field automorphism of N" of order 2, | C
s
(τ) | = \/~q~. Claim
N*
β
<NN«(S). If ?Φ22, as ^ ( T ) ^ ^ ^ , a Sylow 2-subgroup of N* is non cyclic.
Hence as in the proof of (4.3), N«
β
<NN»{S). If ?=2 2, N"~A5 and so <τ>A^Λ
=zM
Λ
=G<Λ^S5. In particular r = l . Hence N%<NN«(S). For otherwise
|JVβ|=6or 10 and | Ω | = 1 1 or 7, respectively. By [13], such groups do not
exist. Thus in both cases N*
β
<NN«(S). On the other hand N"βIN*f)Nβ is
cyclic of even order. By (i) of Lemma 2.4, N% must be an abelian 2-subgroup
of N" and \N«
β
: N*f)Nβ\=2. Since Nβ
Λ
^N% and TGJVJ, we obtain N*ΓιNβ
<C
s
(τ). Thus (i) and (ii) hold.
(4.5) Suppose N"^PSL(2, q) a n d / Φ l . Let T=N«
β
Nβ
Λ
. Then
(i) NG(T) is doubly transitive on F(T).
(ii) NN»(T)=S and Sy=N«β for every γGf(Γ) .
Proof. Since G^N% is cyclic and by (i) of (4.4) T/NΛ
β
 — Z2,
Clearly </(G
e
p)>= Γ. Hence by the Witt's Theorem, we have (i).
Let K
λ
 be a Hall 2/-subgrouρ of NN«(T). Then Kx normalizes TΓlN*
=N% Since T\N%^Z2, [Ku Γ/iVS]=l and so Γ=CΓ(ί:1)iVS. If ^ Φ l , by
(i) of Lemma 2.4 CT{KX)=\. Hence ^ = 1 and NNa{T)=S.
Let 7GF(jΓ)-{α}. Then obviously N%<S
Ί
<N^ Since G is doubly
transitive on Ω, | N% \ = | iV? |, so that N*
β
=S
Ί
=N%. Thus (ii) holds.
(4.6) Suppose N* — PSL(2, q) and/Φ 1. Put ^-2 W . Then
(i) («, |ΛΓSI)=(2, 2), (2, 22), (4, 23) or (6, 2%
(ii) If (n, IJVSI)=(6, 24),
Proof. \GJNΛ\ \n and/Φ 1, w is even and so we set n=2m. By (ii) of
(4.4), IΛΓSI = 2 W + S where £=0 or 1. Since iVG Λ β(Γ)/Γ<GΛ β/Γ^(GΛ
and G
aβ
IN«
β
^G
Λβ
N«IN«<GJN«, NGΛβ(T)F^ is cyclic and 1 ^
By (4.5), NG(T)F^ is doubly transitive and SF^^.SINΛβ is semi-regular on
F(T)-{a}. Since NGaβ(T)F<?> is cyclic, by [1] NG(T)F^^PSL(2, ? 1) where
gΊ is a power of 2 or NG(T)F(T) has a regular normal subgroup. If (n, |iVβ|)
Φ(2, 2), (2, 22) and (4, 23), 5 F ( T ) contains a four-group, which is semi-regular
on F(T)— {a). Hence NG(T)F(T) contains no regular normal subgroup and so
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NG(T)F^^PSL(2,qi). Since NN«(T)F<τ> = SF<τ^SIN*β [and NGa(T)F^ΐ>
NN»(T)F(T>, qι=2m-'>2. Hence 2 m - s - l = \NGaβ(T)F(T)\, so that 2<"-'-l |w.
From this, 6= 1, m=3 and NG(T)F^ — ^ 5 . Thus (4.6) holds.
(4-7) / = 1 .
Proof. Sαppose/Φl. Then by (4.3) and (4.6), it suffices to consider the
case (i) of (4.6).
If N*^PSL(2,22) and \N%\=29 Ga=--NiNa^Aut(Na)^S6. Hence
r = l . Therefore |Ω | = 1+ \N": N%\=31 and \G\ = | Ω | | G
Λ
| = 23 3 5 31.
By the Sylow's theorem, G has a regular normal subgroup of order 31. But this
is a contradiction as G >N*.
If N*—PSL(2,22) and |iVSI = 24, as above G
€
ύ
 = Nβ
a
N* and hence r = l .
From this | Ω | = 1 + \NΛ: Nβ\=16, a contradiction.
If N«^PSL(2, 24) and | iV£ | =2\ | Aut(iV*): N« \ =4 and so | G
a
: Nβ
a
 N« \
< 2 . Hence r=ί or 2 and | Ω | =511 or 1021 respectively. By Lemma2.2, for
sGiVβ— {1} I F(s)— {a} I = 14 or 28 respectively. Let T be a field automorphism
of Λ^Λ of order 2 as in (4.4). Then CN*(τ) ~PSL(2, 22) and | F(τ)- {a} | = 14
or 28 since T is conjugate to ί. From this an element Λ; of CNa(τ) of order 5 fixes
at least four points in Ω. Since SX | Ω |, <x> is a Sylow 5-subgrouρ of G and
so of&N* for some # e G . But F(jc*)={α} because \N%\ = \N%\=2Z for all
γφα,, Therefore \F(x) | = 1 , which is contrary to |F(x) | >4 .
If N«^PSL{2y2*) and |iV^| = 24, by (ii) of (4.6), \NGaβ(T)F^\ =3.
Hence 3| \G
Λβ
:N*
β
\. Since | G
Λ β
: iVJ| = \G^N*: N"\ and |iV£iV: iVΛ| = 2
by (i) of (4.4), we have G^N"=G
a
 — Aut(N"). In particular r=\ and | Ω |
= 16381. Moreover | ^ ) - { α } | = 6 0 . As before |F(τ)-{
α
} | =60, CN«{τ)
C2=:PSL(2, 23) and an element of CN*(τ) of order 7 fixes at least five points. But
since 7/flΩl and 7X\N%\y every element of order 7 fixes exactly one point, a
contradiction.
(4.8) G Ω ^P5L(2 ? 11), | Ω | = 1 1 .
Proof. By (4.7), \M
Λ
: N*\ is odd and so a Sylow 2-subgroup of N* is
also that of M. By [4], [5] and [15], it suffices to consider the following cases:
(i) N*~PSL(2, 22), Mc^PSL(2y ? 1 ) , ft=3 or 5 (mod 8), ? 1 > 3 .
(ii) N"^PSL(2, 23), C M ( ί )^Z 2 xP5L(2, 32w+1), ίe/(Λf) (m>l).
(iii) N* — PSL(2, 23), M—/j, the smallest Janko group.
First we consider the case (i). If |iVβ| is odd, every involution in M has
a unique fixed point and so M~PSL(2, 5) by [2]. But then M—N*, a contra-
diction. Hence \N%\ = 2 , 4, 6, 10 or 12. On the other hand r=ί or 2 because
\Aut(N«):N«\=2. From this | Ω | = l + | i V * : N%\r=79 11, 13,21,31 or 61.
Since M—PSL(2, q
λ
) and | M | = | Ω | |JV- |, we get | Ω | = 11, | i V ^ | = 6 a n d
M—PSL(2y 11). Thus | Ω | = 1 1 and G^PSL(2, 11).
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Next we consider the case (ii). As in the case (i), \N%\ is even. Let
tζΞl(N*
β
). Since \M«:N*\ = l or 3, I(M
Λ
)= {tg\g(=M
a
} and so CM(t) is
transitive on F(t). Hence \F{t)\ = \CM{t): CMa(t)\. Since |CVΛ(*)I =
\CMΛ(t)N*:N"\\CN«{t)\, |F(0l>(3 2 m + 1-l)3 2 w + 1(3 2 w + 1+l)/24. Since \Ma:N*\
= 1 or 3, r = l or 3. Therefore \F(t)\=l+(\CN«(t)\ | J(iVβ)|/| JV£|) r < l + 8
X3-25. Hence 25>(32 W + 1-l)3/24 and so 32 ί M + 1<ll, a contradiction.
Finally we consider the case (iii). Since N*— PSL(2, 23), 321 | JVΛ|. But
yχ\M I = | / 1 | = 2 3 . 3 . 7 11 -19, a contradiction.
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